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Abstract: This paper aims to explore how to empower community sports through artificial intelligence technology to achieve its high-quality development. Firstly, the application potential of artificial intelligence in the field of sports is introduced, including data analysis, intelligence-assisted training, and virtual reality and so on. Then, the paper analyses the development difficulties faced by community sports, including insufficient resources, low service quality and low participation rate. Then, the logic and significance of empowering community sports with artificial intelligence are discussed, including improving service efficiency, personalized demand satisfaction, and national participation, etc., and a more detailed analysis is made from these aspects to provide a basis for the proposal of follow-up strategies. Finally, the paper puts forward the path of the development of community sports enabled by artificial intelligence, including the strategies of strengthening technology research and development and innovation, building intelligent sports facilities, strengthening training and popularization, etc. At the same time, it puts forward the implementation measures corresponding to the above one by one, so as to make the way to solve the problem clearer and provide strategic reference for the higher quality development of community sports in the future.

1. Introduction

As an important component of people's fitness, community sport is important for improving the physical quality of the population and promoting the harmonious development of the community. However, the current problem of inadequate resources, poor quality of service and low participation in community sport constrains its high-quality development. In order to address these problems, AI technologies have been introduced into the community sport field and have the potential to empower community sport and improve the quality and effectiveness of its development [1]. This paper aims to explore how artificial intelligence empowers community sport to its high-quality development. The specific research objectives include: (1) exploring the potential of AI applications in the field of sport, including data analysis, intelligent support training, virtual reality, etc.; (2) analysing the current distress of community sport development, including insufficient resources, poor quality of services, and low participation; (3) exploring logic and significance of AI empowering community sports, including improving service efficiency, personalized needs meeting, public participation etc.; and (4) proposing paths to AI empower community sports development including strengthening technology R&D and innovation, building intelligent sports facilities,
strengthening training and universalization [2].

2. Application Potential of Artificial Intelligence in the Field of Sport

2.1 Data Analysis and Prediction

Artificial intelligence technology can analyze and predict vast amounts of sports data in depth to help coaches, athletes and managers make more scientific decisions. Through data analysis, the strengths and disadvantages of the athlete can be revealed, providing a basis for the development of training plans and tactics. At the same time, decision-making support for athletes and teams can be provided by analyzing and mining big data to predict match results, injury rates, etc.

2.2 Intelligent Assisted Training and Technical Support

Artificial intelligence technology can provide intelligent assisted training and technical support to athletes to improve their training performance and competitiveness. For example, virtual coach systems can simulate real-life scenes through virtual reality technology, providing personalized training guidance and feedback to help athletes improve their behavioral skills. In addition, smart devices and sensors can monitor athletes' physical condition and exercise data in real time to provide timely feedback and adjustment for training and competition.

2.3 Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality Technologies

Virtual reality and augmented reality technologies bring a whole new training and competition experience to the sporting field. Through virtual reality technology, athletes can train in virtual environments with a high sense of reality, improving reaction speed, coordination and spatial awareness. And augmented reality technology combines virtual elements with real environments to provide more intuitive, personalized training and game scenes for athletes [3].

This paper will further analyze the current difficulties of the development of community sport, and explore the logic and significance of artificial intelligence empowering community sports, and finally put forward the path of AI empower community sports development.

3. The Difficulties of High-Quality Development of Community Sport

As an important part of national fitness, community sports are faced with a series of difficulties and challenges, which restrict the effect and level of its development. The current distress in the development of community sport will be detailed below, including inadequate and unbalanced resources, poor quality of service and the challenges of meeting individualized needs, low participation and dissemination difficulties.

3.1 Insufficient and Unbalanced Resources

Resources for community sports development include field facilities, equipment, human resources and financial support. However, community sport is currently facing problems of inadequate resources and unbalanced distribution of resources. Firstly, the lack of adequate stadium facilities in some communities makes it difficult for residents to engage in sporting activities. Particularly in less-developed regions, limited investment in the construction of community sports venues has severely constrained the development of community sport. Secondly, the lack of updating and equipping of community sports equipment has affected the diversification of sporting activities in the population. In addition, insufficient human resources and financial support for
community sports resulted in limited management and service capacity of community sports organizations. Inadequate and unbalanced resources could be mitigated through the following strategies: First, strengthen the construction of community sports facilities and increase the supply of resources on the site. Governments can increase investment efforts to improve the coverage and quality of site facilities [4]. Second, to improve the level of equipment equipment and introduce advanced equipment equipment to meet the different needs of the population of sports activities. In addition, the Government and all sectors of society can increase financial support for community sports and provide adequate funding to support community sports organizations and activities. At the same time, promote the cooperation between community sports and enterprises and social organizations, introduce social resources, and jointly promote the development of community sports.

3.2 Inadequate Quality of Service and the Challenge of Meeting Individualized Needs

The improvement of community sports service quality is the key to achieve high-quality development [5]. However, the current quality of sports services in some communities is poor, and there are problems such as the ageing of facilities, the poor quality of service personnel and the uniformity of the content of activities. This creates inconvenience and dissatisfaction with the participation of residents in sports activities. In addition, community sports activities often lack individual characteristics and cannot meet the different sporting needs of the population. Many residents are not interested in traditional group sex activities and prefer to have personalized sports options and services. The challenges of low service quality and meeting personalized needs can be improved through the following strategies: First, strengthening the training and capacity-building of community sports personnel. Increase the professional quality and service awareness of service personnel through the organization of specialized training courses. Secondly, the introduction of advanced management models and technical tools to improve service efficiency and quality. For example, artificial intelligence technology can be used to establish intelligent management systems to smart management of venue appointments, event arrangements and personnel displacement and improve service efficiency. In addition, sound evaluation and feedback mechanisms for sports activities are established to understand the needs and feedback of residents in a timely manner and to optimize the content of the activities and the manner in which they are served. In addition, the population's individualized sporting needs are met through diversified sporting activities. It is possible to promote the cooperation of community sports with enterprises and social organizations, to introduce specialized sports projects and services, and to enrich the content and form of sports activities.

3.3 Low Participation and Dissemination Difficulties

Low participation rates and difficulties in promoting community sports are not high, and many residents have problems such as lack of interest [6], limited time, and insufficient awareness. On the one hand, the publicity and promotion of community sports activities is inadequate, and many residents are insufficiently aware of and aware of sports activities and lack the motivation to participate. On the other hand, the population pressure increases, the life is busy, the time and place of community sports activities are unreasonable, and the participation rate of residents is limited. In addition, certain specific groups, such as the elderly, persons with disabilities, have lower participation rates due to a lack of targeted sporting activities and services. To address the problem of low participation and dissemination difficulties, the following strategies could be promoted: Firstly, to strengthen the promotion and promotion of community sporting activities. Through a variety of channels, such as community broadcasting, advertising bars, social media, etc., to
disseminate the time, location and content of community sports activities to increase the awareness and interest of the population in sports activities. Secondly, the timing and location of community sports activities should be reasonably arranged, taking full account of the work, learning and living rhythms of the population and increasing the participation rate. In addition, targeted sporting activities and services should be provided with a focus on the needs of specific groups. For example, fitness activities for the elderly, such as square dances, tai chi, etc., can be carried out to suit their participation. At the same time, artificial intelligence technology and mobile applications are used to provide personalized sports promotion and participation guidance to stimulate the enthusiasm of people to participate in sports activities.

4. The Logic and Meaning of Artificial Intelligence Empowering Community Sports

The logic and meaning of AI empowering community sports the empowerment of AI technology can bring new opportunities and solutions to community sport in the face of these difficulties. The logic and significance of AI empowering community sports will be explored in detail below, including improving service efficiency and quality, meeting personalized needs and enhancing user experience, promoting public participation and promoting community sport development.

4.1 Improving the Efficiency and Quality of Services

Improving service efficiency and quality the application of artificial intelligence technology can improve the effectiveness and quality of community sports services. With the intelligent management system, it is possible to easily manage site reservations, event arrangements and staffing to improve service efficiency. At the same time, through data analysis and forecasting, it is possible to accurately grasp the needs of residents, launch more personalized sporting activities and improve the quality of services. For example, by analyzing big data, it is possible to predict the types and times of popular sports activities, thus rationalizing resources to improve participation and user satisfaction [7].

4.2 Meet Personalized Needs and Enhance User Experience

Meeting personalized needs and enhancing user experience Artificial Intelligence technology can provide personalized services for community sports to meet the diverse sporting needs of residents. Through intelligent assisted training systems and virtual reality technologies, people can receive personalized training programmes and experiences to meet their specific needs and interests. For example, intelligent fitness equipment can provide personalized training plans and guidance based on the individual's physical condition and health goals. The application of these technologies can stimulate the enthusiasm of residents to participate in sporting activities and improve their sporting experience and satisfaction [8].

4.3 Promoting the Participation of All and Promoting the Development of Sport in the Community

Artificial intelligence technologies can lower the threshold for community participation in sports and promote more people's participation and access to sports services. Through intelligent sports facilities and equipment, residents can engage in personalized sports training and activities anytime and anywhere. For example, smart fitness devices and mobile apps can provide personalized fitness plans and data analysis to help residents train and manage themselves. At the same time, AI technology can also provide real-time feedback and guidance to help residents improve exercise
techniques and increase the motivation and effectiveness of participation [9].

In summary, artificial intelligence empowers community sports has important logic and significance. By improving service efficiency, meeting personalized needs and promoting public participation, AI technologies can offer new development opportunities for community sport. However, the objective of Artificial Intelligence empowering community sports also requires the development of corresponding paths and strategies. The next section will present concrete paths and strategies for AI to empower community sports development to promote its high-quality development.

5. Artificial Intelligence to Empower Community Sports Development Paths and Responses

Artificial intelligence provides new opportunities and solutions for high-quality development of community sports. This section will explore in detail ways and responses to AI empowering community sports development, including strengthening technology R&D and innovation, building intelligent sports facilities, and strengthening training and popularization [10].

5.1 Strengthening Technology R&D and Innovation

The application of artificial intelligence technology in empowering community sports is still in its early stages, and it is necessary to strengthen technology R & D and innovation and expand its application field and effect. In response to the characteristics and needs of community sports, priority should be given to research and development in the following technical areas: data analysis and forecasting. Through deep learning, machine learning and big data analysis techniques, data related to community sports are mined and analyzed to predict the popular times of sporting activities, the demand for the venue, the number of participants, and so on. This allows rational organization of community sports activities based on forecast results and improves resource efficiency and user satisfaction. Intelligent Assisted Training and Technical Support. Development of intelligent support training systems and equipment, using virtual reality, augmented reality and other technologies to provide personalized training programmes and technical support for community sports. This can improve the training and competitive capacity of residents and increase the attractiveness and participation of sports activities. Intelligent management and services. Establish an intelligent community sports management system to intelligent management of venue reservations, staffing and event arrangements. Through the support of intelligent systems, the efficiency and quality of services can be improved, the participation of citizens in sports activities can be facilitated and their input and satisfaction can be increased.

5.2 Construction of Intelligent Sports Facilities

In order to fully leverage the advantages of artificial intelligence technology, it is necessary to build intelligent sports facilities. Here are some key responses and paths: Intelligent fitness equipment and equipment. Introduction of intelligent fitness equipment and equipment, combined with sensors, monitoring equipment and data analysis, to provide personalised fitness guidance and data feedback to residents. This can meet the individual fitness needs of the residents and improve the performance and experience. Smart sports fields and facilities. Building intelligent community sports sites and facilities, including intelligent sports sites, interactive projection equipment, virtual reality devices, etc. This will provide a variety of sporting activities and training facilities for residents and will enhance the attractiveness and participation of sports activities. Intelligent movement monitoring and analysis. Using sensors, smart bracelets and other devices, real-time monitoring and analysis of residents' motion data provides personalized motion recommendations.
and feedback. Through intelligent motion monitoring and analysis, it is possible to stimulate the activity of the population and improve the participation rate and the sporting effect.

5.3 Strengthening Training and Dissemination

In order to promote the concepts and technologies of artificial intelligence that empowers community-based sport, there is a need to strengthen training and disclosure. Here are some key responses and paths: Community athlete training. The community should strengthen the training and capacity building of sports talents, and train special sports managers and coaches. The community provides relevant training courses, including the basic principles and applications of artificial intelligence technology, the use and maintenance of intelligent equipment, etc., to improve personnel's professionalism and service ability. The community carries out sports education and popularization activities for all, and raises the awareness and understanding of sports for all. Through educational activities, sports lectures and other forms of promotion, the community popularized the application of artificial intelligence technology in community sports to residents, and stimulated their interest and enthusiasm for participation. The community promotes cooperation with enterprises and social organizations to build community sports, and uses its resources and channels to promote artificial intelligence to empower community sports concepts and technologies. The community collaborates with health clubs and smart device vendors to conduct training and outreach activities, providing advanced equipment and technical support.

5.4 Strengthening Regulation and Privacy Protection

In the process of advancing AI to empower community sports, it is necessary to strengthen regulation, privacy protection and ensure that technology is legal, secure and reliable. Here are some key responses and paths: to develop relevant legislation and policies. The government should first formulate relevant laws and policies to regulate the application and management of artificial intelligence technology in community sports. Second, strengthen data security and privacy protection regulation, clarify the rights and responsibilities of data use and sharing, and protect citizens' privacy and interests. Finally, establish a sound data security management system to strengthen the security of data storage, transmission and processing. At the same time, risk assessment and management mechanisms are established to identify and respond to potential data security risks and threats in a timely manner. Enhanced user control and access to information. At the same time, strengthen the user's control over personal data and the right to know, and clearly inform the user of the purpose, method and scope of the collection and use of data. At the same time, users are given the right to choose, allowing users to choose whether to participate in AI empowering community sports projects, and provide channels for unsubscribing and deleting data. In summary, AI technology offers new opportunities and solutions for high-quality development of community sport. Community sports By strengthening technology research and development and innovation, building intelligent sports facilities, strengthening training and popularization, artificial intelligence can achieve the goal of empowering community sports. At the same time, there is a need to strengthen regulation and privacy protection to ensure that technology is legitimate, secure and reliable. These paths and the implementation of responses will drive community sport towards a higher quality, more intelligent development.

6. Conclusion

Community sport, as an important component of the health of the population, is faced with difficulties such as insufficient resources, poor quality of service and low participation. However,
the empowerment of AI technology offers new opportunities and solutions for the high-quality development of community sport. Through strengthening technology R&D and innovation, building intelligent sports facilities, strengthening training and popularization, artificial intelligence can be the goal of empowering community sports. Through a detailed analysis of the application potential of artificial intelligence in the field of sport, the development of community sports, and the logic and significance of AI empowering the community of sports, the relevant paths and responses are proposed. In technical research and innovation, research and development in data analysis and forecasting, intelligent support training and technical support, and intelligent management and services will need to be strengthened. Through the use of artificial intelligence technology, it can improve the efficiency and quality of community sports services, meet the individualized needs of residents, and promote the participation of all people in sports activities. Governments should increase their support for community sports and strengthen policy guidance and financial inputs. Community organizations and enterprises should play their advantage and actively participate in the promotion and construction of community sports. Residents should raise awareness of sport, actively participate in community sports activities and enjoy the health and pleasure that sport brings. In short, artificial intelligence empowering community sports is an important way to high-quality development of community sports. By strengthening technological research and innovation, building intelligent sports facilities, strengthening training and popularization, we can improve the efficiency and quality of community sports services, meet the individual needs of residents, and promote the participation of all people in sports activities. In the process of moving forward, there is a need to strengthen regulation and privacy protection to ensure that technology is legitimate, secure and reliable. The implementation of these paths and responses will drive community sport towards a higher quality, more intelligent development and promote the health of all and the harmonious development of communities.
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